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"Catastrophe [theory] thus embodies a hierarchy of scales"
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third fundamental form needs to be involved
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For research, pt 5 is most importantFor design, pt 6 is most important
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"by virtue of their origin in a wave equation, must be derivable from scalar fields" - so all wave phenomena are gradient maps
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this is important
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an important formalism here - we took a branched generating function for a gradient map and some boundary data for it, constructed a functional, and that functional has a singlevalued extremum which is itself a gradient map 
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important note
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beautiful summary
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structural stability: if we perturb the state variables, we should be able to get the exact same shape by changing the controlsalso the rubber analogy seems helpful & hints at something deeper
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stellar example
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curvature comes into play
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looks like a tethering event to me
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catastrophe theory as alternatives to feynman-type methods, interesting
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last sentence is hilarious; reminiscent of the role gauge theory has played in swimming
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great paragraph
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look up this splitting lemma; poston & stewart is in the office already
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very useful stuff!!
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so it is easier to recognize higher optical caustics, they are "better resolved"
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it would be cool to say"i've studied the glory"
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review this section for focal conics
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"a line element of caustic is perpendicular to that direction of principal curvature which generates it"
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no lips!
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this is/was/will be the important chapter/section for designing caustic-oriented lamps: create homogeneous-pressure drops in the right shape, able to tune where the plane is where they focus their elliptic umbilics
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